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Dear MAP16,

 Well done! You have finished a remarkable show of di-
verse, multi-layered exhibits.
 Working your way through your projects, finding your 
own answers. How a project becomes part of a practice. What 
thinking-by-doing means. How process and experimentation find 
spatial solutions. How editing makes the work. How a body of 
work gains agency. What voice it adopts. What kind of artist you 
want to be. And how to continue your being-in-photography.
 We enjoyed your visual thoughts meandering collec-
tively and collaboratively, moving forward independently and in-
dividually. Your projects speak of these different journeys in time 
and space, and of the expanded materialities and possibilities of 
contemporary photography, still and moving, in installation and 
as object, as sound, light, experiment, writing and performance, 
in books and collections, online and on the wall. 
 Your exhibition, MAP16, is the eighteenth LCC MA Pho-
tography final show. Now, welcome to our wider MAP alumni 
network that we hope you will bring your thoughts and next 
works to. MAP16 also includes the first graduating year of our 
new 4-term MA Photography, on show at 47-49 Tanner Street 
near London Bridge from 30 November to 6 December.
 Self, Society, Medium. You chose these three terms to 
introduce and contextualize shared interests in your year group. 
Usually the descriptive attribute to a noun, the adjective three-
fold in your catalogue title refers to something comprising three 
parts: (A) threefold (noun). May it indicate ‘three times as great 
or as many’ of a placeholder of your choice. Did we say: You are 
the future of photography?

It’s been a pleasure working with you all – do keep in touch!

Dr Wiebke Leister
Course Leader, LCC MA Photography



self

I

 ‘Who in the world am I? Ah, that’s the great puzzle’, wrote 
Lewis Carroll in Alice in Wonderland.

 Taking an (auto) biographical view of the world – Jia-
tu Gu, Rosie Holtom, Omar Isaac, Simon Long, Luis Liu, Philip 
R. Martin, Gabriela Mazowiecka, Stephen Rusk, Brenda Vega, 
Tong Xue and Xiang Zhao have put either their own lives, or 
the face of the other, within the frame. These artists challenge, 
expose and question how an image can be a comfort, a fracture 
or a misrepresentation. Photography is positioned both as a tool 
which offers another of way of seeing the self and a means of 
creating authoritarian mis-representations.
 These artists question the truth of photography and 
challenge the viewer to ask questions about things we may take 
as a given within our society. Views of memories, life, death, psy-
chiatric encounters, inscrutability, relationships and revelations 
are opened up to a wider audience to become a shared account 
of life.
 Methodologically diverse, these artists use self-portrai-
ture, portraiture, computer generated imagery, memorabilia and 
archival material to explore the conflicted use of technologies 
and the transformation of the self through social media and sur-
veillance technology. Image saturation, identity and the quest 
for perfection within our society are all questioned.

Rosie Holtom, Gabriela Mazowiecka and Jacqui Taylor
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you are a stone of water

luis liu



still here

philip r. martin



letting go

gabriela mazowiecka



through a glance, darkly

stephen rusk



interfaced nature

brenda vega



in the wind

tong xue



love towards death

xiang zhao



so–ci–ety

II

 Inequalities in wealth and opportunity are widening, and 
yet we do not seem able to imagine any alternative to how our 
world functions today. Representation is fundamental to modern 
capitalism – as is economic exploitation. Media, marketing, gov-
ernments, culture and ordinary citizens alike, use representation 
– willfully or innocently – to objectify sections of the population, 
and in turn, objectification seems to be a justification for exploita-
tion. Ideology ensures that we all – consciously or unconsciously 
– subscribe to this system and that we police its maintenance.
 Representation is a key tool in the maintenance of ide-
ology, but conversely it provides a space for challenge. In this 
section Raquel Carro, Sabrina Fuller, Yingguang Guo, Davide Me-
neghello, Berkin Mika, Pupak Navabpour, Sirasit Praneenij, Ishita 
Singh, Jacqui Taylor and Julie Tixier look at how the intertwining 
of capital, power, society, knowledge and representation shape 
our lives. They question the political, economic and institutional 
construction of reality, tentatively exploring the production of 
a new politics of truth. They encourage people to think and to 
question the taken-for-granted, everyday world: to change the 
way that we see ourselves and are seen by others.
 The journey to freedom is a long one: there are many 
ways to arrive. These artists reflect back at us the superficial 
world of marketing and consumerism – from advertising to the 
art world; they question binaries and stereotypes; they explore 
alternative ways of being - utopias and atopias, and question 
the very nature of scientific progress and its ethical underpin-
nings. They reclaim histories; they expose hollow practices and 
customs, and investigate and use desire as a tool to challenge 
hegemonic normativity. They seek to strengthen or build a lan-
guage for the expression of different subjectivities: a language 
that respects and expresses difference; that builds community, 
that uses creativity and that can communicate meaning. This is a 
language that can help us to revisit the past, rebuild the present 
and lay the foundations for a future beyond our imagining.

Sabrina Fuller



between the cracks
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sabrina fuller

Familiar and different,
Witch, madwoman, nudist, crazy,
The game, the crowd, the passion,

Music moving the acceptable
It feels important. 

i’ll tell you about the mermaid



the bliss of conformity
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falling backwards
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empowering women since 1971

ishita singh



#jacquitheartist
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transflossification

julie tixier



The medium is a channel that conveys meaning. 
The medium borrows material form for non-material thoughts and ideas. 
The medium uses its body to materialise the immaterial. 
The medium uses its technique to reveal a poem about the world, or  
A thought about the unconscious: perhaps to freeze a moment of the here and now. 
 
Some artists use photography as subject, exploring concepts and ideas 
Of the photographic. 
Their statements are on photography, 
With a capital ‘P’. 
This ‘Photography’ with capital ‘P’ is increasingly being reflected upon. 
 
Due to the progressive use, overuse and misuse of photography,  
We have become aware of the need to understand and explore  
The medium’s powers, limitations and possibilities. 
Photography is a fairly new carrier,  
A vibrant subject for study and for prophesy. 
 
Both time and timelessness are conundrums of the medium: 
Photography freezes time, but it rarely regards the liquid  
and fleeting present. 
 
We visit tarot cards when we wonder about the future. 
We visit photographs when we wonder about the past. 
 
This ‘that has been’ is one of photography’s implied promises. 
Welcome to ‘that has, maybe never, been’. 

 In this section Laura Aubrée, Julian Benjamin, Anne Cle-
ments, Malcy Delacour, Ana Escobar, Ana Maria Guerra, Chenyu 
Hu, Ko Hwang, Wing Cho Wang and Marta Wlusek ask you to 
join them in grappling with the medium of photography. They 
ponder themes of truth, humanhood, reproducibility, plausible 
fictions, future pasts, poetic licenses, technical il-limitations and 
interdimensional and intersectional paradigms in order to unrav-
el the medium. They invite you to enjoy their explorations, to 
pause and to reflect on what mediation is about. 

Ana Escobar

medi–um

III



regnum naturæ
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self portraits of other people
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something invisible to others

anne clements



ophélie et les eaux dormantes
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developing photographs
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future fossils

ana maria guerra



portrait (silenced)

chenyu hu



not here

ko hwang



trapped

wing cho wang



emulsion

marta wlusek



artists

Laura Aubrée
Laura Aubrée disengages herself with 
our time to create a space in which to  
invite the audience to reconsider mankind’s 
dominance over Nature. ‘Regnum Naturæ’ 
resonates as the outcome of a divine 
retribution where the notion of power is 
being rethought. Through the techniques  
of wet plate collodion and chlorophyll 
prints Laura looks to what is enduring 
and ephemeral, at lightness and darkness,  
the real and the unreal to denounce 
Humanity’s impact on the Earth inviting  
the viewer to dive into her imaginary 
and overwhelming universe.

aubree-laura.fr

Julian Benjamin
This work is intended as an inquiry into 
the act of photography; an articulation of the 
dynamic between photographer and model. 
In these images, the body is dismantled, 
rearranged and reassembled so as to include 
both parties in a single entity. To facilitate 
this, the subject becomes photographer, and 
the photographer, subject. This fluidity of 
conventionally fixed roles infuses the process 
with a certain reciprocity, giving both parties 
a legitimate claim of authorship. Meanwhile, 
the identity of the shared presence in front 
of the camera lens remains deliberately 
ambiguous and unresolved.

julianbenjamin.co.uk

Raquel Carro
Raquel Carro investigates a place in  
an isolated region in the mountains of 
northern Spain where a group of people  
have withdrawn themselves from society  
and have created their own world away  
from civilisation. Themes of isolation, 
individualism and society are explored.  
She blends archival photographs and 
personal objects (including diaries, letters, 
postcards) left behind by members of this 
community with her own images to tell a 
story about this place allowing the viewers  
to create their own narratives.

raquelcarrophotography.com

Anne Clements
Anne Clements is a storyteller whose work 
is a blend of reality and fiction. Her practice is 
multi-disciplinary and includes photography, 
video, short stories and audio. In ‘Something 
Invisible to Others’ Anne becomes an 
amateur detective unravelling the 
mysterious disappearance of her friend 
Berenice, a writer who vanishes after her 
screenplay is rejected. The body of work 
culminates in a manuscript based on 
recorded interviews with twelve people 
purporting to know Berenice. Through these 
constructed identities Anne expands the 
boundaries of how we interact with one 
another and ultimately examines the power 
of absence, rejection, and the nature of truth.

anneclements.com

Malcy Delacour
‘Ophélie et Les Eaux Dormantes’ (Sleeping 
Water) is an invitation to plunge into the 
luxurious exuberance of nature along the 
banks of the River Thames. As a tribute  
to the Ophélia painted by the Pre-Raphaelite 
artist Sir John Everett Millais, the work 
explores the tension between the apparent 
stillness and the underlying unease of the 
sleeping water. The depth and density of the 
vegetation emphasise the unceasing rebirth 
of our humanity despite the threats and the 
scourges that surround us physically and 
virtually. ‘Ophélie et Les Eaux Dormantes’ 
questions the subliminal message of the 
photograph: it is a metaphorical landscape 
for our troubled world.

malcydelacour.com

Ana Escobar
‘A Change in Momentum Yields a Force’  
is a biographical exploration of the magic 
potentials in the photographic medium:  
a quest to reconstitute its otherworldly 
powers. Her piece follows the laws of 
shamanic imagination and alchemistic 
symbolism she implements with her use  
of mythologies, archetypes and witchcraft 
tradition in a performative context. The 
multi-media installation asks viewers to 



 

restore irrational intuition as a valid  
tool to understand, critique and consume 
photography.

thespacebetween.eu

Sabrina Fuller
For ‘I’ll Tell You about the Mermaid’ twelve 
women were invited to choose a location  
to perform an expression of an aspect of 
their female subjectivity - their experience  
of being a woman; then to explain their 
choice of place and presentation. Each 
woman’s words: contradictory or partially 
expressed, in harmony or dissonance with 
others, are given voice against moving  
image and sound from the site of her, 
unseen, performance. Together their 
contributions invite the viewer to consider 
what female subjectivity means today to 
different individuals; how we construct our 
identity and self-conception, and what our 
subjectivity has the potential to become.

sabrinafuller.com

Jiatu Gu
Jiatu Gu is interested in how images, signs, 
symbols and various forms of representations 
affect our contemporary environment, and 
how individuals understand and interact 
with a reality that can appear inseparable 
from simulacra. His work ‘Oscillating’ 
focuses on films, television series and 
fictions fragmented in mundane spaces.  
It is an introspective exploration of his 
identity, flowing within the fusion of the 
fictional and the Real, expressing his feeling 
of the estrangement and the reconciliation 
of his imagination.

jiatu-gu.tumblr.com

Ana Maria Guerra
Ana Maria’s practice analyses the evolution 
of photography from the materiality of silver 
gelatin to the virtuality of 3D technologies. 
She explores the roles of photogrammetry, 
3D scanning and 3D printing in the context 
of the Anthropocene. Future Fossils is  
a multidisciplinary project that includes 
sculpture, photography, 3D, and installation. 

It examines how geologists and biologists 
are using these tools in the preservation  
of corals. The work questions the use  
of technology to tackle environmental 
degradation in a capitalist system.

ana-maria-guerra.com

Yingguang Guo
Yingguang Guo’s work examines complex 
relationships reflecting her internal past, 
focusing on arranged marriages throughout 
China. The subtle physical wrinkles and 
creases, together with the metaphoric red 
line – symbolizing intangible interpersonal 
ties and compelling matchmakers in China 
– invite us to join her in visualising echoes 
of individual stories that may strike a chord 
in the viewer. In discovering the pseudo-
intimacy and hidden nature of such 
marriages, she raises public awareness  
of the extent of so-called couples trapped  
in multi-layered relationships.

yingguang.win

Rosie Holtom
Rosie Holtom works with portrait photography 
and moving image to investigate the power 
of human eye contact and the shifting 
dynamics between photographer, subject 
and spectator. In ‘Accelerated Intimacy’, 
pairs of subjects were filmed as they made 
uninterrupted eye contact for four minutes 
in front of a two-way mirror. The resulting 
video diptychs blur the boundaries between 
the viewer and the viewed and ask us to 
question the social barriers that we place 
between strangers and ourselves.

rosieholtom.com

Chenyu Hu
This serial portrait is based on the one 
displayed on the Tiananmen Rostrum 
since 1967. Back then, Mao was devoutly 
worshiped by Chinese people. Every family 
hung his portrait in their living room. This 
made the portrait a potent political icon, 
although from generation to generation its 
meaning kept changing. Through the process 
of scanning the original, then scanning the 

scans that follow, the portrait becomes less 
and less recognizable as the icon slowly 
becomes merely a combination of pixels.

jimhcy@gmail.com

Ko Hwang
Ko Hwang’s practice explores and 
experiments with the notion that fine art 
photography can convey strong emotions 
as a genre in its own right. His installation 
presents portraits and images of objects 
from a memorable moment of his life in 
an effort to represent the emotions, and 
to encourage his audience to create their 
own narratives around these visuals.

kohwangphotography.com

Omar Isaac
Omar Isaac’s current practice focuses 
on exploring the fragility of human 
perception, transient perceptions that form 
our individual realities, in an attempt to 
open up a discussion on the implications  
of the real and the unreal. The Project  
‘Achromatopic’, looks at the pre and 
post-photographic, examining perception  
of light and shadow while exploiting 
the concept of reality and truth in the 
representation of vision. Omar was  
born with a rare eye condition called 
achromatopsia, resulting in a complete  
lack of colour recognition and an extreme 
sensitivity to light.

omarisaac.co.uk

Luis Liu
Luis Liu is a contemporary artist who works 
in photography, sculpture and installation. 
Her work explores the harmonious unity 
expressed in Taoism (Yin and Yang) as well  
as a series of complementary structures  
to oppose traditional polarities. 
Contradiction and conflict are two major 
components in her works, creating a space 
for phenomenological experiences.

luisluisluis.com

Simon Long
The film ‘Disposition’ is drawn from archival 
materials. Simon Long creates an intense 
experience that asks the viewer to think 
about their own state of mind, and in 
particular, how key relationships and  
major events in life affect one’s disposition. 
There is oppression and trauma, but there  
is also passion and hope and love.

simon-l-long.com

Philip R. Martin
Philip Martin’s practice resonates around 
themes of the human condition and  
the body. His work is photographic and 
performative in nature and explores ideas 
of difference, power and identity. The 
project ‘Still Here’ is a response to a second, 
potentially life-limiting, medical diagnosis 
he received. He employs a constructed visual 
language to examine the fragility of life 
as well as humanity’s often brutal attempts 
to intervene. 

prmartin.co.uk

Gabriela Mazowiecka
Gabriela Mazowiecka investigates trust-
relations through portrait photography, 
where family members surrender control  
of their bodies to each other. In the series 
‘Letting Go’ people are asked to enact their 
version of a ‘trust fall’, letting themselves fall 
backwards into the waiting arms of another, 
drawing the viewer into this vulnerable 
moment.

gabrielamazowiecka.com

Davide Meneghello
In ‘Again He Holds Me by the Hand’ 
Davide Meneghello questions the ideological 
nature of the photographic archive to  
unveil intimacy in the homosocial space  
by appropriating historical visualisations. 
He re-contextualises traces and fragments 
from these documents in order to shift  
the reading of their indexically inscribed 
message and reveal what was once hidden.

davidemeneghello.com



Berkin Mika
Berkin Mika’s body of work reflects how 
modern social, economic and political 
issues affect his perception of the 
surrounding world. He is moved by the 
question of whether consumer demand  
does indeed represent the desires of modern 
society. Berkin Mika uses exaggerated 
Surrealist-inspired sets in order to highlight 
the role of consumerism and pop-culture  
in the modern world.

bberkin.com

Pupak Navabpour
Pupak Navabpour is an artist working with 
photography and other media. She is drawn 
to the ties that she has to Iran, the country 
of her birth, even though she has lived nearly 
all of her life in the UK. Her project ‘Aleph’ 
examines the loss of her mother tongue. 
The title refers to the first letter of the Farsi 
(Persian) alphabet, and is also the name 
given to the shape of the mouth as it moves 
from silence to speech. 

pupak.co.uk

Sirasit Praneenij
The project examines the potential of the 
Science Fiction genre and its relationship 
with the Sciences. It translates his curiosity 
for space exploration and life beyond Earth 
into a collection of images. The images  
speak of his fantasies, created through 
staging some elements and abstracting 
others; an interplay of dreams, memories 
and the imagination. ‘Falling Backwards’  
is an attempt to explore the gap between 
reality and fantasy, otherwise often seen  
as two inseparable entities.

sirasitpraneenij.com

Stephen Rusk
Stephen Rusk photographs performers, 
faces and expressions. Using still and 
slow-moving images, he examines the 
meaning of the face in the performance 
context, questioning how it is read in a world 
of scrutiny. In ‘Through a Glance, Darkly’ 
dancers eye the camera, turn, return, restore 

the glance, and turn again. They begin with 
a neutral face, but subtle emotions show. 
As they turn away, we are denied leisurely 
scrutiny. The larger work asks what happens 
when we try to scrutinise the inscrutable. 
Stephen’s installation looks at the perils 
of automated emotion recognition and 
shortcuts to understanding, red-flagging 
a recurrence of physiognomy.

stephenrusk.com

Ishita Singh
Ishita’s practise focusses on the construction 
of identities and female stereotypes, seeking 
to subvert dominant norms. The project 
‘Empowering women since 1971’ looks at 
the projection of women in media-loving 
Modern India. Through impersonation, 
masquerade and displacement, the work 
aims to question the authenticity of female 
representation. Sourced from advertisements 
and film stills, these images range from 
affirming existing patriarchal norms to using 
the excuse of sexual liberation to serve the 
male gaze. The performative embodiment 
and reconstruction of these characters 
embraces incongruity and empties the 
original portrayals of their former meaning.

ishitasingh.in

Jacqui Taylor
‘#Jacquitheartist’ is a character, who has 
been created for the camera to highlight the 
relationship between artist and art collector. 
Confessing her love to the current top 
one-hundred art collectors, different levels 
of desperation are met as she tries to entice 
the art market. Humour and satire are used 
to invite the viewer to engage in a more 
political message examining themes of 
Neoliberalism and Capitalism and the role 
the artist plays within them.

jacquitheartist.com

Julie Tixier
Transflossification looks at the unexpected 
mutations that genetic manipulation on 
human embryos might lead to. Through 
its capacity for change, candy floss is used 

as a metaphor for the transformation of 
embryonic matter: from a vital substance 
to an ordinary and artificial material. In her 
use of the laboratory as an artistic studio, 
Julie Tixier interlaces scientific methodology 
and fictional interpretation, blurring the 
boundaries between microscopy and 
photography, the organic and the synthetic. 
Her work magnifies the infinitely small and 
the obsessional repetition of an inhuman 
scale through microphotography, video, 
mixed-media and installation. Somewhere 
between scientific research and unbridled 
imagination, ‘Transflossification’ tackles 
the experimental conditions that geneticists 
play with in the laboratory.

julietixier.com

Brenda Vega
Working in performance, photography, 
video, sculpture and text, my practice 
criticises the dominant discourse that leaks 
through the constant interaction with Social 
Media and the Internet. ‘Interfaced Nature’ 
is an installation that features copper-based 
selfies as sculptural work, synthetic objects, 
and a video performance with a green screen 
acting as the mediator. Using my body as 
research, I pursue an active experience for 
the viewers and involve them in the broader 
sense of consumption of performativity 
without boundaries. 

brendavega.com

Wing Cho Wang
Wing Cho is interested in the photographic 
medium. She explores its ambiguous nature, 
questioning the interplay and interference 
between reality, photography, and 
photographers. Her work asks viewers to 
consider the indistinct boundary between 
truth and illusion.

cho-wing.tumblr.com

Marta Wlusek
Marta Wlusek’s experimental and process-
oriented approach – as well as the rejection 
of traditional paradigms of photographic 
representation in favour of engaging with 

materials and exploration of their properties 
– exposes the analogue medium of 
photography to a different perspective 
of creative activity, one that interplays 
with installation, painting or sculpture. 
With her work ‘Emulsion’, she looks into 
the essence of photographic materials 
by extracting their fundamental elements. 
Through re-purposing and re-contextualising 
photographic materials the dialogue between 
image and object deepens, and the 
boundaries between mediums blend.

martawlusek.com

Tong Xue
Tong Xue is intrigued by notions of the 
erotic as concerns himself and others he 
encounters. He believes an immersion in 
the erotic is something we were born with 
and something we should express freely 
to those worthy of the telling. Through his 
practice, his way of expressing the image 
has slowly shifted from literal story telling 
to a more figurative expression. The medium 
he uses does not only make explicit the 
delicacy of the story he’s telling but also 
brings otherwise hidden stories into being.

goodfortong@gmail.com

Xiang Zhao 
Xiang Zhao explores the right to love 
another person, regardless of society’s 
constraints. Xiang Zhao’s practice is inspired 
by film and online video. He draws on the 
conflicting mythologies of the Raven: love, 
death, and creation, as a symbol of love 
and its uncertainties.

address-494307762@qq.com
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 Thank you very much to everybody involved in making 
the eighteenth LCC MA Photography course an unforgettable 
experience including tutors, technicians, administrators and 
managers. In particular to Wiebke Leister for her passion to-
wards making this a remarkable course, as well as all other tutors 
including Nicky Coutts, Edward Dimsdale, Doug Fishbone, Nicky 
Hamlyn, Andrew Marsh, Jessica Potter, Sophy Rickett, Jelena 
Stojkovic, Paul Tebbs, Thijs groot Wassink, Steve Macleod, Val 
Williams, Jananne Al-Ani, David Toop, Lucy Orta, Anne Williams; 
Academic Support tutors Victoria Ahrens, Adam Ramejkis; 
technicians Marta Beltowska, Richard Coles, Wendy Ennis, Ra-
chel Pimm, Daniel Salmon, Burkhard Vogeler, Wil Wilary-Attew, 
Adrian Wood, Marco Eastwood, Mary Jennings and Adrian Mott. 
Thank you all for your time, your knowledge, your passion and 
your encouragement without which these projects would have 
never seen the light.
 With thanks from various students to participants and 
aiders including UCL Oates laboratory as well as dancers from 
London Contemporary Dance School and Rambert School of 
Ballet and Contemporary Dance.
 Thank you to Natalie Brett, PVC and Head of College 
LCC and Karin Askham, Dean of Media School, for supporting 
the catalogue. With very special thanks to Mr. Xue Chuanhai 
for his extraordinary individual contribution to our class. Thank 
you very much to sponsors including the Sproxton Award for 
Photography as well as prizes by Photoworks, Metro Imaging, 
MACK, Troika, Photofusion, Photomonitor and Parallax, all hon-
ouring different aspects of photographic practice.
 Thank you to Thijs groot Wassink for developing this 
catalogue with us and to Dionysis Livanis for designing it. 
Thank you to MAP alumni Jocelyn Allen, Dionysis Livanis, Ernst 
Schlogelhofer and Paloma Tendero for organizing the final show 
symposium ‘Out of Site’ on 6 December.






